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	'The Fundamentals of Signal Transmission' presents a discussion of the main forms of signal transmission media. Twisted pair, coaxial line, optical fibre, waveguides and freespace propagation and antennas are covered using a standard format. After a discussion of signals in general, the nature of wave propagation is examined. These fundamentals are then related to the specific transmission types. Mathematics is kept as simple as possible and is complemented by ample qualitative explanation; where necessary more detailed mathematics can be found in the appendices. Some knowledge of basic electronic circuit theory and field theory is assumed.

	

	Written in an informal and accessible style, 'The Fundamentals of Signal Transmission' provides all undergraduate electronics engineers with a concise overview of electromagnetic signal transmission.

	

	written in an iformal and accessible style

	provides a concise overview of electromagnetic signal transmission

	covers all the main types of signal transmission in one volume
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Kali Linux Web Penetration Testing Cookbook: Identify, exploit, and prevent web application vulnerabilities with Kali Linux 2018.x, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the most common web vulnerabilities and prevent them from becoming a threat to your site's security

	
		Key Features

		
			Familiarize yourself with the most common web vulnerabilities
	
			Conduct a preliminary assessment of attack surfaces and run exploits in your lab
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Practical Guide to Hydrogenated Nitrile Butadiene Rubber TechnologySmithers Rapra Technology, 2012

	Hydrogenated Nitrile Butadiene Rubber (HNBR) is a synthetic polymer that results from the hydrogenation of Nitrile Rubber (NBR). It is widely known for its physical strength and retention of properties after long-term exposure to heat, oil and chemicals. The unique properties attributed to it have resulted in wide adoption of HNBR in...
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Natural Computing: 4th International Workshop on Natural ComputingSpringer, 2010

	The complex behavior of systems in nature is rooted in intricate mechanisms of interaction that often supersede human-made systems in terms of reliability, power efficiency, and computational capacity. Researchers have begun to realize that natural systems are a great source of inspiration for novel algorithms in computation and communication...
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Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented Programming in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
 Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented Programming in 21 Days differs from other OOP books in two main ways. Many classic OOP books are designed for software engineers and teach at an academic level. Sams Teach Yourself Object Oriented Programming in 21 Days presents accessible, user-friendly lessons designed with the beginning programmer in mind....
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Joe Celko's Complete Guide to NoSQL: What Every SQL Professional Needs to Know about Non-Relational DatabasesMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Joe Celko's Complete Guide to NoSQL provides a complete overview of non-relational technologies so that you can become more nimble to meet the needs of your organization. As data continues to explode and grow more complex, SQL is becoming less useful for querying data and extracting meaning. In this new world of bigger and faster...
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 12cO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Written by Oracle insiders, this indispensable guide distills an enormous amount of information about the Oracle Database into one compact volume. Ideal for novice and experienced DBAs, developers, managers, and users, Oracle Essentials walks you through technologies and features in Oracle’s product line, including its...
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